
A RESPONSE TO THE ASK A CURATOR EVENT

The one-day event, called Ask a Curator, was the brainchild of Jim each offering a curator to take part in a question and
answer session at.

Leslie: We Can Do It! We also regularly examine objects to ensure that they stay in good shape. As content
experts, curators will also field questions from the public and other institutions looking for information. A:
Fortunately, the chair is still in great condition. Maitreya Buddha shrine in Himalayan Art gallery d. They are
made of brass and ivory. Or whether a particular painting or exhibit has a hidden meaning? The green Girl
Scout uniform been redesigned several times since , often by major fashion designers like Mainbocher and
Bill Blass. What does gives me butterflies is the more delicate films that I fall in love withâ€”films that could
either soar or flop depending on how the audience responds. How do you decide what to do an exhibit on?
Natural history museums collect animal and plant specimens often acquired during scientific research
expeditions. Some jobs such as graphic design and fabrication are often contracted out. Many films which are
successful at festivals do not get commercial distribution. In India, museum visits are either institutional or
tourist-y things to do. What criteria do you employ in choosing films for the festival? We keep them in a
special enclosure to protect what is there and not have additional dust. In its history, it went from 90
employees making 1, tumblers a week to one of the largest factories in the world making 75, dozen drinking
glasses a week. Ask a Curator Ask a Curator Curators are the keepers of collections of artifacts, stories and
history. What interests people? In larger museums, a multidisciplinary museum teams of curators, interpreters,
programmers, collections staff, conservators, designers and fabricators work together to develop the
exhibition. Q: How early do your collections on disability themes go? Museums have spread around the world
today and their purpose and function has changed with society. What's On. Since not everyone tweets, we
wanted to post the AskaCurator questions and answers from this year here onto our blog. Matching the topic,
display material, and story is always tricky. Museums most often work from their own collections, building
themes around the core strengths of the objects they hold. Has your museum ever done rapid response
collecting around current events? More rarely, objects may be purchased from antiques dealers or at auction.
As part of a team of designers, collections managers and programmers; curators guide the intended experience
of the visitor. Political, artistic, plot, cultural, etc.? Historical artifacts may also come from archaeological
excavations. Do you have a question for our curators? Many exhibitions include community consultation and
participation which could include community members acting as curators alongside museum staff to develop
and mount an exhibit. A century ago, the first Boy Scout uniforms were closely based on the khaki military
uniforms of the period. Emily: There are so many! Leslie: The honor of meeting and talking with men and
women who served and hearing the stories that have been passed down to family members. What does a
curator do? Museums have also been referred to as storehouses for the increase and diffusion of knowledge.
Where do museums get their artifacts? I take full responsibility in those cases, but it is also important for a
filmmaker to know what they have made, who will respond to it best, and who will nurture it into perhaps
broader audiences. Q: What is material culture? It received some general cleaning and vacuuming. I saw this
as a great opportunity for facilitating the museum-and-public interaction.


